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**ABSTRACT**

This study uses digital imaging and communications in medicine (DICOM) files acquired after CT scan to obtain the absorbed dose distribution inside the body by using the patient's actual anatomical data; uses geometry and tracking (Geant)4 as a way to obtain the accurate absorbed dose distribution inside the body. This method is easier to establish the radioprotection plan through estimating the absorbed dose distribution inside the body compared to the evaluation of absorbed dose using thermo-luminescence dosimeter (TLD) with inferior reliability and accuracy because many variables act on result values with respect to the evaluation of the patient’s absorbed dose distribution in diagnostic imaging and the evaluation of absorbed dose using phantom; can contribute to improving reliability accuracy and reproducibility; it makes significance in that it can implement the actual patient’s absorbed dose distribution, not just mere estimation using mathematical phantom or humanoid phantom. When comparing the absorbed dose in polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) phantom measured in metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET) dosimeter for verification of Geant4 and the result of Geant4 simulation, there was 0.46±4.69% (15×15 cm²), and -0.75 ±5.19% (20×20 cm²) difference according to the depth. This study, through the simulation by means of Geant4, suggests a new way to calculate the actual dose of radiation exposure of patients through DICOM interface.
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**1. INTRODUCTION**

With concern and anxiety continuing to rise after the disaster at Fukushima Nuclear Power Plant No. 1 on March 13, 2011, it is critical for subjects to have accurate information about their exposure doses during an X-ray test since it can help them reduce their anxiety and allow radiologists or doctors to raise awareness of lower exposure doses.

In particular, it is very important to establish an accurate system for assessing patient exposure doses during an X-ray fluoroscopy, which requires relatively longer radiation exposure time. Essential to the establishment of a more accurate patient doses assessment system is information about dose distributions by considering interactions between the major organs of the patient exposed to radiation and the radiation. Also needed to assess effective doses by multiplying each organ dose by their corresponding tissue weighting factors and adding them up is information about the dose distributions of each organ. It is difficult to directly measure the equivalent doses of various organs when the body is exposed to radiation, which is why humanoid and mathematical phantoms have been used in most patient exposure doses assessments[1]-[3].

The approach, however, should consider some differences between those phantoms and actual human bodies in terms of anatomic structure and makes it impossible to assess the radiation exposure doses of actual patients. Thus this study employed DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) files created after CT scanning using the anatomic information of actual patients to get dose distributions inside their bodies during an X-ray fluoroscopy, as well as Geant (GEometry ANd Tracking)4 instead of EGS (Electron Gamma Shower)4, which has usually been used in radiation therapy, to get accurate dose distributions absorbed in the body. It is estimated that Geant4, which allows the user to pursue functionality, modularity, expandability, and openness in programming, will serve more useful purposes for patient exposure dose assessment and radiation protection plans not only in the domain of high-energy radiation therapy but also low-energy radiation-based diagnosis compared with EGS4, which is comprised of Fortran with C++, an object-oriented language, as its programming language.

One can contribute to greater easiness, reliability, accuracy, and reproducibility by estimating specific dose distributions inside the body and setting medical radiation protection plans rather than conducting dose assessment with TLD (Thermo–Luminescence Dosimeter), which lacks reliability and accuracy due to many variables affecting result values in radiology, a field of radiation-based diagnosis, or human body model phantoms, which have limitations with concretely reproducing anatomic structures including the complicated internal organs.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Polymethyl Methacrylate (PMMA) Phantom
The phantom used to measure absorbed doses during CT scanning or fluoroscopy in order to compare with the dose distribution result values of DICOM files-interfaced Geant4 simulation was made of PMMA cubes of 20×20×20 cm³.

2.2 X-Ray Generator
Brilliance 64 MDCT (Phillips, USA) was used to scan the PMMA phantoms and humans in the abdomen and pelvis. Fluoroscopy was conducted with the under-tube type Easy Diagnost Eleva Inverter R/F (Phillips, USA). All the conditions of X-ray fluoroscopy were adjusted manually.

2.3 Exposure Conditions
Table 1 shows the fluoroscopy conditions of a PMMA phantom.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fluorography</th>
<th>SID(cm)</th>
<th>kVp</th>
<th>mA</th>
<th>Exposure time (sec)</th>
<th>FOV (cm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>15×15, 20×20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4 Measurement of Absorbed Doses in a PMMA Phantom
The MOSFET dosimeter was inserted right in the middle of each PMMA slice (2 cm thickness) of a PMMA phantom to measure absorbed doses at the depth of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 cm from the bottom of the fluoroscope stand. The dose measurer was calibrated before measurement.

NERO mAx (Model 8000) by Victoreen was used as the ionization chamber to calibrate the output doses of the fluoroscope. The volume and measurement scope of the ionization chamber were 45cc and 1mR~9999mR, respectively. The ionization chamber was also calibrated based on the standard beam quality by Food and Drug Administration before experiments. All the measured doses were adjusted with calibration coefficient of 0.808[4], which was calibrated with ISO NS 80 with low uncertainty, of the calibration coefficients of high-resolution (RE) low spectrum (NS, resolution range: 27~37). The half-value layer of the fluoroscope was 2.7 mm Al at 100 kVp[5]. First, the MOSFET dosimeter was calibrated with the old X-ray tube. For calibration, the MOSFET dosimeter was placed in parallel with the ionization chamber and exposed to 100 kV X-ray to measure exposure doses. As shown in Fig. 1, the mobile MOSFET dosimeter (TN-RD-70-W, Best Medical Canada) was placed in the middle of the phantom to measure doses in the PMMA phantom. Dose measurements were completed right after fluoroscopy, which means those measurements would pass as real-time conditions.

3. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

3.1 X-ray Spectrum Generation
The low-energy domain of the X-ray spectrum influences patient exposure doses instead of playing a role in fluoroscopy image creation, which is why the low-energy domain of the X-ray spectrum is eliminated before use by placing an aluminum (Al) filter or Al and copper (Cu) filter inside the tube. The X-ray spectrum used for fluoroscopy was set with the technical information of the fluoroscope used in the study and IPEM-78[6]. A code to offer the emitted X-ray spectrum, IPEM-78 is constructed based on the characteristics of the concerned X-ray equipment based on a pool of data including three target matters, namely tungsten, rhodium, molybdenum, the tube voltage range of 30~150 kVp, the target angle of 6~22°, and filter matters such as aluminum, beryllium, copper, air, and bone. Outputs provide the number of protons per mAs and mm² (Photons/mAs•mm²) in energy intervals of 0.5 keV. Table 2 contains the X-ray generation conditions of the fluoroscope used in the study. Fig. 2 shows the spectrum generation results of IPEM-78 based on Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target material</th>
<th>Tungsten</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tube voltage (kVp)</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anode angle (degree)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter</td>
<td>2.7 mm Al</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. X-ray spectrum generation
3.2 Modeling

Geant4.9.3p01 was used for modeling in the study. Point sources were assumed and approximated to a fan shape at an angle proper for each radiation field (Table 3). Sources were placed at a position 50 cm distant from the isocenters of the abdomen and pelvis CT DICOM files of the PMMA phantom and actual patient. The fluoroscope stand is mainly comprised of carbon similar to the CT bed, thus absorbing little X-ray. In a simulation designed to calculate dose distributions inside the body, the fluoroscope stand was replaced as in Fig. 3. Then a model of geometric structure similar to that of the under-tube type fluoroscope stand was built to penetrate the CT bed and human body (Fig. 4). Although it is true that X-ray gets scattered in such structures as the image intensifier (I.I. tube) after penetrating the human body and thus contributes to patient exposure doses, such backscattering doses are extremely small compared to primary ray-caused doses. Thus structures X-ray reaches after penetrating the human body such as the image intensifier were not included in the model. The beam histories used in the Monte Carlo simulation were $5 \times 10^8$, $8 \times 10^8$, and $2 \times 10^9$ for each radiation field. Adopted in the study was the standard physics model, a physical transportation model for photons and electrons[7, 8]. The set cut to determine the secondary particle production threshold value was 0.1 mm for photons, electrons, and positrons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X-ray field size (cm)</th>
<th>Maxtheta (degree)</th>
<th>beam angle (degree)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>12.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>8.14</td>
<td>16.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>12.08</td>
<td>24.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 DICOM Interface

CT data should be imported into Geant4 to geometrize. DICOM interface was redesigned through partial revision and supplementation at the Geant4 example code to do a simulation proper for the study. DICOM interface converts CT data into such formats as are proper for creating geometry in simulation. CT numbers were categorized into ten representative matters inside tissues in order to reduce memory consumption caused by substance conversion in Geant4 (Table 4). Patients’ physical information, which is the subject of simulation, is obtained from CT DICOM files. The interface of DICOM dataset is essential for the purpose.

Although DICOM is a standardized data format, there are differences in the DICOM header formats of dataset among different CT scanner manufacturers, which is why it is critical for Monte Carlo simulation codes such as Geant4 to support various kinds of DICOM dataset. DICOM interface retrieves information from DICOM to build Geant4 geometry. Information used in a geometry model can be classified as follows: DICOM images with CT numbers, pixel intervals, pixel numbers, locations of reference pixels, and image byte orders. There is a table to convert CT numbers into density for the information defined by the user and another one to correspond the cubic cell sizes used in Geant4 geometry construction and molecular structures among organs to CT numbers(Table 4). The area of dose distribution calculation in simulation is important for determining calculation amounts and memory consumption. The sensitive areas where dose distributions are calculated can serve to obtain the patient geometry established by DICOM dataset easily and increase in proportion to calculated amounts and memory consumption.

The substance information in the DICOM files is the CT number, being obtained by converting the attenuation coefficient of radiation detected in the measurer. There should be a conversion process to use the slice information, pixel locations, and pixel Hounsfield information of each ASCII-encoded DICOM file in Geant4 codes. The results will take a shape like in Fig. 5 as the geometric data of Geant4 do not usually match patient data.
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represent the Hounsfield values of the DICOM format, the grey dots do the Hounsfield values of Geant4 geometric data and are used in a density conversion process. Linear interpolation is used to interpolate the Hounsfield values, which are the eight neighboring grid points of DICOM pixels, into Geant4 geometric data[9]. Linear interpolation involves drawing a straight line between two points and interpolating according to the ratio. It becomes bilinear interpolation on a two-dimension domain and cubic convolution interpolation on a three-dimension domain. Interpolation is carried out for the x axis.

The result is then interpolated for the y axis, and then there is another round for the z axis[10]. The Hounsfield value at the location where the points of DICOM image and those of Geant4-converted voxel are extrapolated is obtained through numerical integration.

Density mapping corresponding to the Hounsfield value is one of the important indexes on which the success or failure of precision dose assessment depends in radiation dose distribution assessment. Numerical doses are calculated based on the electron density value to convert into the voxel form of 2 mm³ and distinguish matters through density changes. Table 4 contains the set points in the CIRS Model 062 phantom to correct the CT number and tissue electron density[11,12].

Table. 4. Correlations between CT numbers and certain tissues in the CIRS model 062.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Physical density (g/cm³)</th>
<th>relative electron density (Per cc×10²²)</th>
<th>CT number (HU)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>air</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lung(inhale)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lung(exhale)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.489</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adipose tissue</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>breast</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.976</td>
<td>1009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muscle</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.043</td>
<td>1061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liver</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.052</td>
<td>1074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trabecular bone</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.117</td>
<td>1146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dense bone</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.456</td>
<td>1505</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*HU : Hounsfield Unit

Although those density values vary according to correction phantoms and accordingly cannot be regarded as general values, the variations within the range are not big. In the study using Geant4, electron density was replaced with elements for each matter in Table 4. Thus matter density was determined by physical density values. Criteria for corresponding CT numbers to physical density values were based on the values set for Monte Carlo simulations in the previous studies (Fig. 6)[13]. Eight positions were picked, and straight lines were drawn based on their values to determine density corresponding to the overall CT number.

CT numbers were corresponded to physical density values based on the data applied in Schneider and the BEAMnrc code. Schneider corresponded CT numbers to physical density values with stoichiometric correction based on elements. He then applied the findings to 71 human tissues and set air to -1000~950, the lung to -949~120, soft tissues to -119~120, and bone tissues to +121~1600. Correspondence between CT number and density was set according to the following conditions:

In the BEAMnrc code, air was set to below -950, the lung to -950~700, soft tissues to -700~+125, and bone to +125 or higher. Correspondence between CT number and density was set by linearizing reference points as follows:

Fig. 6 shows a linearized graph by applying the two conditions above.

![Fig. 6. Linearization for correspondence between CT number and physical density in Monte Carlo simulation](image)

Density calculated in each voxel is a matter accounting for ten tissues. The matter of final voxel is determined through integer transform according to the unique numbers granted to each matter. The recommended density for tissue matters proposed by ICRU Report 46 was used as the density of ten tissue matters. In Fig. 7, (a) is the visualization of DICOM files in JPEG and (b) is DICOM files transformed into g4dcm for the geometry of Geant4. Those files were turned into voxels, and colors were randomly appointed according to density in the videos, which were implemented with the openGL graphics program, one of Geant4 simulation visualization program.

![Fig. 7. Transformed images for geometry at Geant4; (a) Original DICOM image (b) Transformed image at Geant4](image)

3.4 Geant4 Dose Normalized Factors (NF)

Normalized factors were obtained to correct Geant4 simulation calculation values and MOSFET measurement values. Jarry et al.[14] was consulted to obtain measurement
values for each X-ray radiation field and factors to convert simulation results into doses. MOSFET was placed in the center of radiation field on the PMMA phantom surface 40cm distant from the source and corrected to radiation fields of 15×15 cm² and 20×20 cm² at 3 mA, 150 sec (450 mAs) in order to get absorbed doses by considering backscattering in the same situations as actual dose measurement.

\[
N_{F_{\text{energy}}} = \frac{D_{\text{mass-measured}}}{D_{\text{mass-simulated}}} \times \frac{\text{energy}}{\text{energy}}
\]  

(1)

\[D_{\text{mass-measured}}\] is the measurement of the center of the 15×15 cm² and 20×20 cm² radiation field at 450 mAs with MOSFET. \[D_{\text{mass-simulated}}\] is the simulated calculation value in the same condition. \[D_{\text{mass-measured}}\] was obtained as a dose value per mAs by dividing the measurement value with 450 mAs in order to obtain a normalized factor (NF) for 1mAs. Thus total amounts of mAs during \[D_{\text{mass-simulated}}\] irradiation are needed to obtain dose values inside the PMMA phantom or human body with a normalized factor.

\[D_{\text{absolute}} = N_F E \times (D_{\text{mass-simulated}} E) \times (\text{Total mAs})\]

(2)

Here, E refer to energy and X-ray radiation field, respectively. Table 5 presents normalized factors obtained in such ways.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beam energy (kVp)</th>
<th>X-ray field size (cm²)</th>
<th>Measurement (mGy)</th>
<th>Geant4 (10⁻³mGy/particle)</th>
<th>Normalization factor (10⁻⁶particle/mAs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>15 × 15</td>
<td>40.22</td>
<td>2.63 ± 0.013</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>20 × 20</td>
<td>40.45</td>
<td>3.82 ± 0.011</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>30 × 30</td>
<td>41.01</td>
<td>4.83 ± 0.016</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. RESULTS

In the DICOM files that scanned the PMMA phantom, the x×y axis was 284×284 mm² and the slice interval was 1.5 mm. In the abdomen-pelvis CT DICOM files, the x×y axis was 278×278 mm² and slice interval was 4mm. The number of voxels in one slice was 256×256 when simulating those files. In other words, the voxel size was approximately 1.11×1.11×1.5 mm³ for the PMMA phantom and for 1.09×1.09×4 mm³ abdomen-pelvis CT. The simulation results were outputted in dose values in all the voxels of a slice.

4.1 Verification of Geant4 Calculation Codes by Comparing Dosimetry Results

In case of Monte Carlo calculations with Geant4, the more beam histories are implemented, the less uncertain calculated values become. In the study, however, Monte Carlo calculations were done to obtain absorbed doses at PMMA in the 15×15 cm² and 20×20 cm² radiation field; 5×10⁶ and 9×10⁶ beam histories were implemented in the 15×15 cm² and 20×20 cm² radiation field, respectively. Absorbed doses were obtained at the central axis of each radiation field according to depth at the calculated value of each voxel of DICOM.

Fig. 8 and 9 present MOSFET measurements’ comparison with dose distributions in each radiation field assessed through Geant4 simulation and absorbed doses inside the PMMA phantom. MOSFET measurements were higher at most measuring points even though depth doses were very trivial. On the other hand, Geant4 simulation results were higher at the 6, 14, and 16 cm point of the PMMA phantom from the bottom of the fluorscope stand. One can possibly take into account errors inevitably made by the MOSFET detector that is not accurately fixed at the points where PMMA slab compression is not complete, does not face the source in the front, and is distorted in direction. However, such differences are small enough to ignore when comparing actual measurements with simulation results. One can also take into account X-ray spectrum transformation before penetrating the body since the fluorscope stand is flat while the CT bed has some irregularities on the surface despite their similar components. As a result, there can be small differences between Geant4 simulation results and MOSFET dose measurements at certain depths of the PMMA phantom.

Fig. 8. Dose distributions inside the PMMA phantom according to changes to the X-ray radiation field size; (a) X-ray radiation field size of 15×15 cm² (b) X-ray radiation field size of 20×20 cm²
4.2 Abdomen-Pelvis CT DICOM-Interfaced Geant4 Simulation

The study assessed differences in dose distribution according to the internal organs with the under-tube type fluoroscope, which is commonly used for fluoroscopy, through the interface of Geant4 and CT DICOM. Within the fluoroscopy range, the internal organs recorded 0.035~82.54 mGy of absorbed dose distribution with the pelvis and spine recording relatively higher at 82.54 mGy and 59.88 mGy, respectively. Absorbed doses increased in the organs inside the abdomen as the X-ray radiation field grew in size along with the number of organs included in the radiation field. As seen in Fig. 10 and 11, the pelvis recorded the most absorbed doses in the X-ray radiation field of 20×20 cm², being followed by the spine, small intestine, large intestine, kidney, bladder, stomach, pancreas, spleen, liver, heart, and the lower lobe of the lung in the order. Such dose distributions can be explained by the fact that the X-ray source is irradiated from the back of the subject. The high level of absorbed doses in the spine and pelvis can be explained by high physical density. In the study, the organs within the radiation field during fluoroscopy included the pelvis, spine, kidney, small intestine, large intestine, stomach, liver, pancreas, spleen, and bladder while those outside the radiation field included the lower lobe of the lung, heart, and testicles.
In the study, dose distribution results inside the body were obtained by comparing Geant4 simulation results with actual measurements of absorbed doses at the center according to depth in the PMMA phantom with MOSFET dosimetry and interfacing actual patient CT DICOM files reflecting the anatomic information inside the body in order to assess radiation dose distributions inside the body during fluoroscopy. The study thus proposed a new method of calculating radiation exposure doses in actual patients by interfacing DICOM files in Geant4 codes-based Monte Carlo simulation.

In the study, however, the heel effects were not considered when entering photons into PMMA and abdomen-pelvis, which means that one should consider the intensity of incident photons according to radiation field size; (a1)~(e1): 20×20 cm², (a2)~(e2): 30×30 cm².

5. DISCUSSION

The findings led to the following conclusions:
1) Theoretical values to test measurements on dosimetry can be obtained through Monte Carlo calculation with interface between Geant4 and DICOM.
2) It is unfeasible to insert dosimetry inside the patient's body and do measurements. Instead, one can obtain the absorbed doses of a target organ through interface between Geant4 and DICOM.
3) While direct measurement with dosimetry only measures a section of the concerned area, Monte Carlo simulation based on interface between Geant4 and DICOM can devise more efficient radiation protection means and policies by obtaining dose distributions inside the body and visualizing the exposure degree inside the body.
4) South Korea has yet to measure and record patient radiation exposure doses, lacking in efforts for the right use of medical radiation compared with the advanced nations. It will be useful to conduct quantitative video assessment when revising the old testing protocol and setting new ones and build a dose management database for each test to manage patient radiation exposure doses.
5) Through additional researches, Monte Carlo simulation based on interface between Geant4 and DICOM can be used in individual radiation exposure doses management among the practitioners of medical radiology with high potential risks by radiation as well as the subjects.

In short, Monte Carlo simulation based on interface between Geant4 and DICOM is considered as a very useful means to play a critical role in managing medical radiation exposure, which accounts for most artificial radiation exposure of mankind, at an appropriate level and maintaining its optimization.
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